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Audio signals can be assigned to ASIO channels for forwarding via Dante or locally... "Pandoras Box Software License" replaces six products: Server, ... Pandora Pro, Pandora DXL, Pandora LBX, Pandora Dect, Pandora DXL. Read moreAudio signals can be assigned to ASIO channels for forwarding via Dante or locally to an audio card (for example, to transmit sound in a stereo system). ... The "Pandoras Box Software License" replaces six products: Server, Pandora DXL, Pandora LBX, Pandora Dect,
Pandora DXL, Pandora DSM. Pandora Pro, Pandora DXL, Pandora LBX, Pandora Dect, Pandora DXL, Pandora DSM. Hide Pandora DXL and others.
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